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Abstract—Hyper-heuristics represent an innovative method for
solving hard combinatorial problems such as the Bin Packing
Problem. In this work, we propose a solution model that incorporates insights from unsupervised learning to produce solvers that
base their decisions on maximizing a reward. The solution model
takes the form of a hyper-heuristic. As the search progresses,
this strategy chooses among different heuristics, adapting the
solution process to the current problem state under exploration.
The proposed model relies on the k-means clustering algorithm
to identify the centroids of what we define as “action regions”
(regions where we can recommend one particular heuristic). To
recommend a heuristic in such action regions, we use a simple
yet useful reward-based approach that analyzes the performance
of individual heuristics. Then, the hyper-heuristic (a collection
of action regions) decides which heuristic is the most suitable
one to apply given one specific problem state. The experimental
setup was carried out on a total of 580 bin packing instances
with promising results.
Index Terms—Bin packing problem, Hyper-heuristics, Unsupervised learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Optimizing a problem implies finding the best solution
based on a performance metric. Such a problem is usually
represented through a mathematical model that relates variables whose optimum values must be found. It is conventional
to express optimization problems as minimization ones since
maximization problems can be usually transformed into the
former. Moreover, and based on the nature of the variables,
optimization problems can be of a continuous, discrete, or
mixed nature. Also, as the problem involves more variables or
constraints, it becomes more complex and harder to solve.
A combinatorial optimization problem that is commonly
tackled in literature corresponds to the Bin Packing Problem (BPP). The chief reason for this is its inherent industrial
applicability [1]–[4]. Naturally, this has led to plenty variants
of this problem [5]–[7]. One of those is the well-known onedimensional online version (1D-BPP), which belongs to the
category of Cutting and Packing Problems [8]. A particular
scenario where the 1D-BPP appears is in a production line
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where a fixed robot arm packages items into containers. In
such a case, the items must be packed as they arrive, even if
the whole production schedule is known in advance. In other
words, the robot only knows the properties that describe each
item (e.g., the length), but of course, it has no chance to sort
them before they reach the end of the line. Thus, items must
be packed in the exact order given by the production schedule.
This case of 1D-BPP is not trivial. Also, BPPs are considered
as NP-Hard. Because of this, they have attracted the interest
of scientists and practitioners in recent years [9]. One of the
charms of BPPs is their versatility in describing many other
radically different optimization problems from industry and
academia [10].
In a similar fashion to the number of variants, the literature
contains a plethora of methods for solving BPPs. Despite
that, they can be organized into two broad categories. The
first one focuses on producing new solving methods from
scratch [11], [12], while the other centers on modifying or
combining existing techniques to enhance performance [13],
[14]. Even so, the idea of combining solvers for tackling a BPP
is not new [15], [16]. For instance, Hyper-Heuristics (HHs)
are methods that learn how to solve problems by managing
a set of heuristics, or simple procedures [17], [18]. They
have been successfully implemented in multiple combinatorial
problems [19] and, particularly, in BPPs [20]–[22]. However,
HHs require a proper training stage to ensure their robustness.
For that purpose, Machine Learning (ML) and Evolutionary
Algorithms (EAs) have been implemented with HHs [3], [19],
[23]. Within them, reinforcement learning represents a set of
strategies that have proved successful at improving hyperheuristic models [24], [25]. For example, Özcan et al. used
an approach based on reward and punishment for improving
the performance of the great deluge HH on examination
timetabling problems [26]. In fact, it is interesting that Alanazi
and Per Lehre found that if the probability of improving a
heuristic is less than 50%, this type of additive RL performs
similar to a random mechanism [21]. Another example rests on
the work of Cao and Tang, where the authors used probability
matching. In doing so, they defined the reward assignment
for the RL hyper-heuristic, improving the results of a multiobjective algorithm [27].
Hyper-heuristics work by mapping similar problem instances to one suitable heuristic. Regardless of the popularity

of this approach, it is inherently limited by the way the HH
defines the points in the problem state that will be used
to produce a HH. In this regard, it seems worth exploring
alternative approaches such as unsupervised learning (UL)
and Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms, which may
help overcome this limitation. So, this work focuses on HH
methods that learn how to solve problems by managing a set of
heuristics through a novel combination of UL and RL. Such
heuristics are used based on some features that characterize
the problem state. The objective of this model is to define
a collection of action regions where one heuristic should be
preferred over the others. So, we develop a procedure to
discover those regions. Hence, this information is used to
switch heuristics as the search progresses, thus enhancing the
solving process. We implement this approach with 580 BPP
instances, finding promising results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the basic concept employed in this work. Then,
Sect. III describes the proposed model. Section IV details
and discusses the experiments conducted. Finally, Sect. V
highlights the most relevant conclusions and future trends
derived from this work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The Bin Packing Problem
The Bin Packing Problem (BPP) has been extensively
studied in the literature [28]. A BPP requires finding assigning
a list of items, with specific characteristics, into a minimum
number of containers (bins) with defined constraints (see
Sect. III-C) [29]. This model can represent other problems,
such as cutting stock, knapsack, memory allocation, and
vehicle loading [30].
B. Unsupervised and reinforcement learning
Machine Learning (ML) studies the techniques capable of
enhancing a model based on their own experience [31]. It
contains two categories that interest us: Unsupervised Learning (UL) and Reinforcement Learning (RL).
On the one hand, UL algorithms require no previous information to detect patterns from a dataset. Particularly, clustering represents one of the most popular approaches in UL.
Clustering deals with the task of grouping items by common
properties. Among their algorithms, k-means is probably the
most popular one. It creates clusters and assigns the items
to such groups based on a distance metric [32]. This method
requires no explicit examples of what to learn. Instead, it needs
features of the items that will be clustered. This algorithm
aims to minimize the overall distance between items within
a cluster and its centroid. This minimization process uses
random initial locations for the centroids. Then, it iterates to
improve them [33].
On the other hand, RL defines a strategy for learning how
to behave through trial-and-error interactions with the environment. In other words, when learning with RL, the system
perceives the problem state and takes action based on a policy.
Using statistical techniques, RL estimates the usefulness of

such an action in affecting the current environment state of
the world where the agent is interacting.
C. Hyper-heuristics
Most simplistically, hyper-heuristics (HHs) can be defined
as “heuristics to choose heuristics” [34]. HHs solve problems
indirectly by working on the heuristic space rather than in the
solution domain. When working with HHs, the problem state is
mapped through a set of features, so the most suitable heuristic
can be applied. One of the main challenges for selection
HH models is to obtain a proper characterization of such a
state. There are different ways to get such a mapping. Some
include ML [35] and EAs [36]. However, the HH performance
dramatically depends on the predictive power of the features
considered. Although most of the studies on hyper-heuristics
are empirical, there are some recent theoretical efforts that
show the validate the effectiveness of hyper-heuristics [37]–
[39].
III. S OLUTION M ODEL
Before describing our model, it is essential to detail the
heuristics and instances we employ, as well as the characterization of such instances into action regions.
A. Heuristics
For this work, we have selected a set of useful yet straightforward heuristics [40]. All of them operate by identifying a
suitable bin for packing the first item within a list. Whenever
the heuristic packs an item, it is removed from the list. So,
a new item takes the first position. Should a bin be full after
packing the item, it is closed (it cannot accept more items
due to its capacity). The process is repeated until packing all
items. We now describe how these heuristics work.
• First Fit (FF) looks for the first open bin where the item
fits. As soon as the bin is found, the item is packed there.
• Best Fit (BF) analyzes all open bins where the item fits,
and packs it in the one that leaves the least free space
(the bin where the wasted space is minimum).
• Worst Fit (WF) begins in the same fashion as BF, but it
packs the item in the bin that leaves the most free space
(the bin where the wasted space is maximum).
• Almost Worst Fit (AWF) is similar to WF, but it uses
the bin where the wasted space is next to maximum.
It is important to remark that, should there be no open
bins capable of storing the item, a new one is open and
selected. Also, should there be ties, the lowest-numbered bin
is preferred.
B. BPP Instances
All the instances considered for this work are synthetic. We
briefly describe these instances below.
• Training set contains 100 instances of 20 items with
sizes between 1 and 32 units. The bin capacity in these
instances is 64 units. The instances in the training set
are classified into four classes of 25 instances each. Each
class represents a challenge for one particular heuristic.

•

•

All the heuristics will then experience problems when
solving at least 25% of the instances in the training set.
To generate this set, we employed the evolutionary-based
BPP generator proposed by Amaya et al. [40].
Test set A contains 400 instances similar to the ones used
for training: 20 items with sizes between 1 and 32 units.
The bin capacity of the instances in the test set is also
64 units. As in the training set, these instances are also
classified into four classes. However, this time each class
contains 100 instances. Again, each class represents a
challenge for one particular heuristic. Then, the instances
in the test set are classified as difficult cases (prefix
‘Hard/’) for BF, FF, WF, and AWF. To generate this set,
we used the same generator from the training set.
Test set B has the first class of instances introduced
by Falkenauer [41]. These instances have uniformly distributed item sizes in the range from 120 to 1000, and
a bin capacity of 150. These instances are included in
this investigation to assess the performance of the hyperheuristics on completely different instances than the ones
contained in the training set and the test set A.

C. BPP Features
To characterize these instances, we used some straightforward features:
• AVGL. The average of the lengths of items yet to be
packed.
• STDL. The standard deviation of the lengths of items yet
to be packed.
• VSMLR. The proportion of “very small” items left to
pack, i.e., those which length is smaller than 25% of the
maximum capacity of the bins.
• SMLR. The proportion of “small” items i.e., those which
length is larger than 25% but smaller than 50% of the
maximum capacity of the bins.
The range of values AVGL and STDL can take lies in a
different range compared to VSMLR and SMLR. Then, we
decided to normalize AVGL and STDL, so all the features lie
in the range 0 to 1, inclusive. To normalize the average and
standard deviations of the length, we divided the values by 40
and 10, respectively. To exemplify how these features work,
let us use the instance depicted in Fig. 1, with nine items
of different sizes and a bin capacity of 12. We can calculate
AVGL as the average length of all items divided by 40 (the
maximum length considered in this work). Similarly, we can
calculate STDL as the standard deviation of item lengths,
divided by ten. Then, AVGL = 0.075 and STDL = 0.173. The
value for SMLR = 0.333 since three out of nine items have a
length in the range (3, 6]. Finally, six out of nine items present
a length of, at most, three units. Hence, VSMLR = 0.666. We
are aware that the numbers used for feature normalization are
tailored for the instances in this work, and then, they are likely
to change when dealing with other types of instances.
It is important to state that all these features are dynamic
since they change as the search progresses. To estimate the
quality of a solution, we use the average waste (AVGW)

Fig. 1. Illustrative example of an instance with nine items of different sizes
(in yellow) and a bin capacity of 12 (in gray).

among all the open bins when all the items have been packed.
Please note that we do not include features for “large” and
“very large” items since instances within the training set lack
these types of items. Then, we deem it unwise to include
features missing from the training process.
D. Training phase
The model proposed in this document goes through two
broad stages to produce a hyper-heuristic. First, it splits the
problem space into action regions; then, it assigns one suitable
heuristic to each region. The goal is to reduce the average
waste of solutions. We now describe each stage in more detail.
In the first stage, the values of each feature are calculated
for each instance in the training set. Then, k-means is used
to cluster the instances based on the previously determined
features. In doing so, the solution model generates a collection of action regions with no associated heuristics. Up
to this point, the number of clusters is defined by the user.
However, bear in mind that the solution model must include
at least two clusters to avoid producing hyper-heuristics that
inevitably mimic the behavior of standalone heuristics. The kmeans algorithm relies on the Euclidean distance as a distance
measure. In all cases, k-means runs for 100 iterations.
After the system generates the action regions, it calculates a
score-matrix, which is the core of our proposal. Such a matrix
contains one row per action region (i.e., clusters from the
previous step) and as many columns as heuristics are available.
All the cells in the score-matrix are randomly initialized with
small values in the range [0.0, 0.1]. Then, the solution model
iterates to update the scores based on the performance of
heuristics over the training set. Before explaining how scores
are updated, we will first explain how to interpret a hyperheuristic in our model.
As we stated before, the score-matrix will become a hyperheuristic at the end of the training process. Hence, we can
analyze how it works by studying an example. Figure 2 depicts
a score-matrix with three action regions (characterized by the
four features described in Sect. III-C). This score-matrix can
choose one among the four heuristics described in Sect. III-A.
Let us consider that the next instance to be solved is
currently characterized as [0.40, 0.58, 0.47, 0.53]. Since the
action regions were calculated by using the Euclidean distance,
we again use such a distance to identify the action region
closest to said instance. In this case, the closest action region

Fig. 2. Illustrative example of the score-matrix with three action regions characterized by the four features described in Sect. III-C.

is R2 . So, we evaluate the second row of the score-matrix (the
scores of the heuristics for that action region). Such scores are
−0.044, 1.153, 0.048, and 0.016 for BF, FF, WF, and AWF,
respectively. Since the largest score is 1.153, the BF heuristic
is chosen. Because of this, the next item in the instance will
be packed following BF. In packing an item, feature values
change, and then, the system calculates the new distance to
each action region. The process is repeated until the instance
is solved, i.e., no items remain for packing. At this point, we
can calculate the average waste associated with the solution of
the instance by using the hyper-heuristic (AVGWHH), which
we use to estimate the reward. To do so, we also consider
the average waste of a reference heuristic. We considered
BF as such a baseline in this work, mainly because of its
good overall performance. Therefore, the instance is solved
anew with BF, and an average waste (AVGWBF) is calculated as a reference. We then calculate their difference, as
∆w = AVGWBF−AVGWHH. The reward function in (1) uses
the parameter α (set to a small value), and the Kronecker’s
Unit Sample Function δ[·], to determine training speed. In this
investigation, we set α to 0.01 based on preliminary tests.
r = α × (δ[∆w] + ∆w)

(1)

Equation (1) works on the idea of pushing the hyperheuristic towards reducing the average waste concerning the
reference heuristic (i.e., BF). When ∆w is negative, it means
that the HH performed worse than BF. As a consequence, the
decisions made by the hyper-heuristic should be corrected.
Conversely, if ∆w is positive, it means that the HH outperformed BF on the instance and that its decisions must be
strengthened. The idea of setting the reward to α when the
performance of both the HH and the heuristic is equal lies in
the intuition that the reference heuristic is a competent one.
Thus, matching its performance should also be considered a
good result, and the decisions made by the HH should be
rewarded accordingly.
Once the reward has been calculated, the system estimates
the contribution of each action region to solve the instance.
The HH keeps a record of the frequency of selection of
the action regions. Then, the system multiplies the frequency
of using each action region by the reward and adds it to
the selected heuristic score for the corresponding region.
By continuing our previous example, imagine that the HH
depicted in Fig. 2 solved the first instance, obtaining an

average waste of 1.23, while the average waste of BF was 1.02.
So, ∆w and r would be −0.21 and −0.0021, respectively.
We need to analyze the frequencies of the rule used to
determine the proportional effect of the update. Let us assume
that R2 and R3 were employed in 65% and 35% of the
decisions made by the hyper-heuristic, recommending BF and
FF, respectively. The scores for BF in R2 and FF in R3 will be
updated by adding −0.001365 and −0.000735 to these scores,
respectively.
When the training set has been solved in a given number of
epochs, the training is over, and the HH is ready to be used
to solve unseen instances. From this point onward, no further
updates are made to the score-matrix.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In this investigation, we conducted three experiments. The
first one deals with producing various hyper-heuristics and
assessing their overall performance against single heuristics.
The second experiment deepens into the decisions made by
some selected hyper-heuristics by analyzing their behavior on
the four classes of instances identified in the test set A. The last
experiment evaluates the generalization power of the hyperheuristics by solving unseen instances with properties different
from the ones used for training.
A. Overall Hyper-heuristic Performance
In this experiment, we evaluated the hyper-heuristic performance when varying the number of action regions used
for discriminating instances and choosing a suitable heuristic.
For this purpose, we defined four configurations (i.e., three,
five, seven, and nine regions), and produced ten HHs for
each case. Besides, we employed the four available heuristics
described in Sect. III-A. The scores in the HH were updated for
five epochs to produce each hyper-heuristic. In all cases, the
performance metric used was the average waste (AVGW) on
the test instances. Fig. 3 depicts the results of this experiment.
Before analyzing the hyper-heuristics produced, we need
to describe our naming conventions. Each hyper-heuristic
produced in this work contains the prefix ‘HH’, followed
by two digits that indicate the number of action regions in
the hyper-heuristic. After a dash (‘-’), we also include two
digits to indicate the replica number. For example, HH05-02
indicates the second hyper-heuristic produced by using five
action regions.
By using three action regions, the solution model produced
hyper-heuristics that replicate the exact behavior of BF. Then,

the behavior of HH05-04, HH05-06, HH05-09, and HH05-10)
and HH05-03 (which also represents the behavior of HH0505) for this analysis. Fig. 4 illustrates the results of this
comparison.

Fig. 3. Average waste distribution (10 runs) achieved by our proposed hyperheuristic model when considering four different numbers of action regions for
discriminating instances.
Fig. 4. Average waste distribution given by heuristics and hyper-heuristics
HH05-02 and HH05-03 on test set A. Data are grouped by instance class.

HH03-01 to HH03-10 were discarded from further analysis
since they replicate BF. Among the remaining hyper-heuristics,
the ones generated with five action regions show the most
promising performance. The fact that increasing the number
of action regions decreases the performance of the HHs makes
sense since it is more difficult for the model to adjust all the
scores and produce a reliable method capable of generalizing
to unseen instances. Although this claim seems valid at this
point, we are aware that testing more configurations regarding
the number of action regions is required to validate it properly.
When we compare the hyper-heuristics produced by using
five action regions against the performance of the standalone
heuristics, we observe that the ten HHs reduce the average
waste produced by FF, WF, and AWF. When dealing with
BF, only half of the HHs reduced the average waste produced
by BF. These hyper-heuristics, HH05-02, HH05-04, HH0506, HH05-09, and HH05-10, improved the results of BF by
3.32%. This percentage represents an overall saving of around
34 units of capacity to BF, the best heuristic in this case.
Although these reductions in the average waste are valuable
in practice, we found no statistical evidence that supports that
any of the hyper-heuristics is better than BF. By taking a more
in-depth look at these five HHs, we observed that they have
different values in their score-matrices, although they exhibit
the same behavior on the test set A. This situation suggests
different ways of combining heuristics, which may lead to
similar solving processes.
B. Switching Heuristics to Improve the Performance
Aiming to analyze the behavior of the hyper-heuristics
produced with five action regions in more detail, we studied
the performance of two competent HHs by the class of instance
in the test set A. We selected HH05-02 (which also represents

From Fig. 4, we can observe that all the heuristics have
one class that is difficult to solve, as indicated in Sec. III-B.
This behavior is alleviated by using the hyper-heuristics. On
the one hand, HH05-02, as well as the other four hyperheuristics with the same behavior, is capable of reducing the
average waste produced by BF in the test set due to its
outstanding performance in the classes Hard/FF, Hard/WF,
and Hard/AWF. At the same time, HH05-02 also reduces the
waste in class Hard/BF, which is possible because it introduces
different heuristics throughout the solving process. On the
other hand, HH05-03 is a much better performer in class
Hard/BF than HH05-02. Unfortunately, it pays the price of
some poor results in the class Hard/AWF, which decreases its
overall performance. This is the reason why HH05-03 cannot
reduce the average waste per instance that BF obtains in this
set.
Regarding some statistics of the internal behavior of these
two hyper-heuristics, we can analyze the frequency in which
the HHs use each heuristic. To solve the test set A, HH05-02
utilizes only FF and BF, in 13.56% and 86.4% of the decisions,
respectively. We can then assume that by combining only FF
and BF, it is likely to reduce the average waste in the class
Hard/BF without affecting the performance in other classes.
Otherwise, HH05-03 avoids using FF and chooses BF, WF,
and AWF in 48.11%, 13.58%, and 38.31% of the decisions.
Although HH05-03 performs much better in the class Hard/BF,
the excessive use of AWF pays the price when solving the
instances from the class Hard/AWF.
C. Testing on Instances Unrelated to the Training
We employed the ten hyper-heuristics produced with five
action regions to solve the test set B. Test set B is not balanced,

Fig. 5. Waste distribution given by heuristics and hyper-heuristics on test set B.

and the instances are larger than the ones used for training and
testing in the previous experiments. Hence, this represents an
opportunity to assess the performance of these HHs in a more
realistic scenario.
By analyzing the test set B, we observed that the best
standalone heuristics are FF and BF, replicating the Oracle.
These heuristics, as well as the Oracle, produce an average
waste of 2.813. WF and AWF are no match for them since they
produce an average waste of 3.337 and 3.145, respectively.
When HH05-01 to HH05-10 are used to solve the test set
B, their performance is quite acceptable since they were not
trained for these new types of instances. In the test set B,
six out of ten hyper-heuristics behave as competent as the
Oracle (Fig. 5). In fact, those hyper-heuristics replicate the
exact behavior of the Oracle; which is also the behavior of
FF and BF in this case. The four remaining hyper-heuristics
are not as good as FF and BF, but they are better than WF
and AWF. Then, we evidenced that the HHs produced with
the proposed approach may be useful for solving instances in
which properties differ from those used for training them.
V. C ONCLUSION
This study proposed a Hyper-Heuristic (HH) model based
on a combination of Unsupervised Learning (particularly, kmeans) and a reward-based strategy. Our model generates
action regions whose centroids are found by k-means. Then, it
assigns one suitable heuristic to each region. When the hyperheuristic solves one instance, it identifies the action region
that influences such an instance and uses the corresponding
heuristic. Although simple, this method proved useful. The
resulting HHs were robust enough to behave competitively,
even on unseen instances of a different nature.
Nevertheless, the scope of this study was set to exploring
the feasibility of the model and its behavior when tackling
the 1D-BPP. It shall be interesting to delve more deeply into
the effect of instance features and select the best ones for the
model. Moreover, further improvements can be made to this
model by choosing a more robust reward function that better

guides the model and delivers better labeling of the action
regions.
An advantage of this model is its limited consumption of
resources. This model requires a few iterations to produce a
HH. In fact, the solution model needed but a few seconds to
produce a HH in this investigation. Of course, increasing the
number of instances, or the number of items within them will
surely increase the training time. We are aware that a more
detailed study on the running time analysis of the model would
be advisable in the future. Regarding the execution time of the
HHs, once they are produced, their times are slightly longer
than the ones of the single heuristics. The additional time is
because the HHs must execute some additional calculations
to determine the heuristic to apply. In the end, this additional
time is negligible.
An essential part of our model is that it can be easily
extended to other problem domains with few modifications.
Specifically, to adapt this model to another domain, we would
need to define a feasible reward function and to select both
a set of heuristics and features to characterize the instances.
We think that, by studying the performance of the model on
other domains, we could learn more about the benefits and
drawbacks of the model and validate its effectiveness.
Finally, we are interested in taking this solution model to
areas where HHs have been scarcely explored. For example, a
compelling application rests in the adaptation of the model for
improving the automatic customization of metaheuristics used
for solving continuous engineering problems. Here, search
operators can be extracted from such metaheuristics and be regarded as elements, and features such as computational burden
and average performance may be considered for characterizing
them.
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